
The Theology 
Behind the 
ENNEAGRAM



History of personality typing



Phrenology 
1810 

Reached its 
peak in 1840











Phrenology 

Completely 
discredited by 

scientific 
research 



Rorschach 
Inkblot Test 

1921





It was not until 1939 that 
the test was used as a 

projective test of 
personality, which 

Rorschach had always 
been skeptical.



Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (MMPI)

est. between 1939-1943





Hs Hypochondriasis Concern with bodily symptoms

D Depression Depressive symptoms

Hy Hysteria Awareness of problems and vulnerabilities

Pd Psychopathic Deviate Conflict, struggle, anger, respect for society's rules

MF Masculinity/Femininity Stereotypical masculine or feminine interests/behaviors

Pa Paranoia Level of trust, suspiciousness, sensitivity

Pt Psychasthenia Worry, anxiety, tension, doubts, obsessiveness

Sc Schizophrenia Odd thinking and social alienation

Ma Hypomania Level of excitability

Si Social Introversion People orientation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypochondriasis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depression_(mood)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hysteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychopathy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masculinity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Femininity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paranoia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychasthenia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schizophrenia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypomania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Introversion


All tests prior required 
a specialist to examine 
the results and make 

conclusions.

All of those that follow 
were self 

examinations with no 
specialist.



Myers Briggs 
Type 

Indicator
1940



The MBTI was based 
on psychologist 

Carl Jung’s theory of 
psychological types



There are 16 personality types in the MBTI, all of which include a 
letter for each side of the four scales the person aligns with most.

• Introversion-extraversion is represented by I or E

• Sensing-intuition is represented by S or N

• Thinking-feeling is represented by T or F
• Judging-perceiving is represented by J or P





Myers Briggs 
Type 

Indicator
1940

Regarded as 
non-scientific by 

the scientific 
community.



The Enneagram



Others believe the mystic Sufi Muslims of Central Asia 
developed it in the late 16th century.





Mystic Russian 
Philosopher G. I. 

Gurdjieff 
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Richard Rohr’s 
Theology



Rohr’s 
Incarnation

Rohr believes that multiple incarnations 
occurred at Creation.

He maintains that at Creation God 
universally indwelt all things, including 
mankind, therefore all things are divine 
in nature. 



Incarnation
The Bible says:
There was only one Incarnation limited to 
Jesus Christ - The God Man.

John 1:14
And the Word became flesh and dwelt 
among us, and we have seen his glory, glory 
as of the only Son from the Father, full of 
grace and truth.



Rohr’s Incarnation produces a flawed
ANTHROPOLOGY



Rohr believes that man has 
a good ”True Self” that has 
existed since Creation.

He teaches that since Creation, God 
indwells everything in His Creation 
including mankind.

He rejects Adam’s Original Sin that 
separates us from God.

He teaches that it can only appear 
to man that he is separated from 
God.



Romans 3:23
All have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.



Rohr’s 
Soteriology



Rohr argues that the 
problem of man being 
separated from God is only 
in man’s mind!

Man’s pressing need is to 
use the Enneagram to 
discover his Good True Self.



Isaiah 59:2

But your iniquities have 
made a separation between 

you and your God,
And your sins have hidden 
His face from you so that 

He does not hear.

https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Isaiah/59/2


Rohr’s 
Perennialism

The teaching that 
there are many 

paths to God



John 14:6

I am the way and the 
Truth and the Life. 

No one comes to the 
Father except 
through Me.



Evangelicals Rohr has 
influenced with regards to 

The Enneagram












